Nervous System Exam With Answers
nervous system - multiple choice test - the central nervous system is made up of the: brain and spinal
cord. b spinal cord and spinal nerves. c spinal nerves and cranial nerves. d all of the above. the peripheral
nervous system is made up of the: a brain and spinal cord. b spinal cord and spinal nerves. c spinal nerves and
brain. d all of the above. the part of the brain responsible for nervous lecture test questions – set 1 nervous lecture test questions – set 1 1. the most basic function of the nervous system is: a. stimulation b.
reception c. conduction d. inhibition e. none of the above 2. the nervous system is involved in: a. conduction b.
stimulation c. reception d. inhibition e all of the above 3. the spinal cord is part of: a. brain b. cns c. pns the
nervous system - science olympiad - the nervous system functions of the nervous system 1. gathers
information from both inside and outside the body - sensory function 2. transmits information to the processing
areas of the brain and spine 3. processes the information in the brain and spine – integration function 4. nsci
4100: development of the nervous system 2017 final ... - nsci 4100: development of the nervous system
2017 final examination on your scantron answer sheet, enter your name (last name, space, first name),
internet id (x.500 name) and student number. please do it now!!! questions in blue are reused from the first
two midterm exams. class 2 neuro 101 1. aids to the examination of the peripheral nervous system the peripheral nervous system introduction this atlas is intended as a guide to the examinati on of patients wi
th lesions of peripheral nerves and nerve roots. these examination should, if po sible, be conducted in a quiet
room where patient and examiner will be free from distraction. for both motor and sensory chapter 49
nervous systems multiple choice questions - chapter 49 nervous systems multiple-choice questions 1)
which of the following is (are) characteristic of a simple nervous system? a) a nerve net such as is found in
cnidarians b) nerve cell ganglia c) having electrical impulses traveling in both directions d) both a and c e) a, b,
and c answer: d topic: concept 49.1 central nervous system - mans - 2 ) the central nervous system is
connected with the peripheral nervous system by all the following types of nerve fibers, except :- apostganglionic autonomic fibers b- preganglionic autonomic fibers c- somatic motor fibers d- autonomic
sensory fibers 3 ) the sensory system is involved in all the following, except :- a- initiation of reflex ... focused
neurological assessment - rn - the neurological history and exam allows the examiner to pinpoint various
areas of the brain or nervous system that may be dysfunctional. specific signs and symptoms manifested by
your patient are associated with specific areas of the brain. an introduction to the nervous system - an
introduction to the nervous system general information about the nervous system the following information
may be useful in making (and explaining) a nervous system concept map with students. the survival of
organisms depends on their ability to sense and respond to stimuli in their chapter 35 nervous system, te biology at the rural - chapter 35, nervous system (continued) peripheral nervous system sensory division
somatic nervous system motor division autonomic nervous system is separated into consists of 20. circle the
letter of each activity that is controlled by the somatic nervous system. a. beating of the heart c. wiggling the
toes b. lifting a finger d. pulling foot ... questions on the nervous system and gas exchange - ktufsd questions on the nervous system and gas exchange directions: the following questions are taken from previous
ib final papers on topics 6.4 (gas exchange) and 6.5 (nerves, hormones and homeostasis). answer all
questions. this will serve as a study guide for the next test. due date: monday may 7 biology 105 human
biology session: spring 2011 section ... - page 1 of 49 biol 105 s 2011 ch 8 practice midterm exam 2
110429.1cx essentials of anatomy and physiology, 5e (martini/nath) chapter 8 the nervous system multiplechoice questions 1) which of the following is a function of the motor division of the nervous system? human
body systems (hbs) fall final exam 2010- peralta - human body systems (hbs) fall final exam 2010peralta. multiple choice. identify the letter of the choice that best completes the statement or answers the
question. ____ 1. which of the following describes tissues? a. a group of organs with similar structure and
function c. sheets of cells connected together by membranes. b. anatomy and physiology i exam #3
(chapters 12-16) name ... - a) peripheral nervous system. b) somatic nervous system. c) central nervous
system. d) autonomic nervous system. e) afferent nervous system. 11) all of the following are true of neural
reflexes, except that they a) are automatic motor responses. b) are the simplest form of behavior. c) help
preserve homeostasis. d) cannot be modified by the brain.
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